A Woman's Heart: God's Dwelling Place - Member Book by Beth Moore provides a personal study experience five days a week plus viewer guides for the group video sessions of this in-depth women's Bible study. Explore the fascinating account of the building of the Old Testament tabernacle, the significance of its intricate design, its pivotal role in God's eternal plan, the grand fulfillment of its purpose by Jesus Christ, and its variety of meanings for your walk with God today. Note: Participants must view DVD messages to complete Member Book assignments. Perhaps no Old Testament event so dramatically illustrates God's persistent desire to relate to His children as the building of the tabernacle in the wilderness. Through the tabernacle God initiated a deeper relationship with His Chosen People by bringing reconciliation and revealing His glory. And certainly, no Old Testament event so richly prefigures the coming of the true Tabernacle, Jesus Christ. You will be challenged to prepare your heart, like the holy of holies, to become a home for His love and glory "a dwelling place for the Most High God.
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Customer Reviews

Our small group is doing this study, and learning much. My area of concern is the used books of the older versions, different covers. I got two older ones each with a different cover, and neither will go along with this updated one. She has left out many stories of Michael, her son so it is completely re-vamped. So if ordering for a group, do buy the updated one. Don't find out like I did, that the 'bargain' ended up being mostly a waste. I can give these older books to charity but wish I knew this
I really like the bible study material in general, I only was not aware you kind of need the dvd with it for the introductions of the different sections if bible studies. It would have been helpful if I had known this from the beginning.

Great bible study. Can be done by yourself, in a small group or large group. Beth Moore also has lessons that are on DVD that can add to your understanding of God. But, that part of the study can be independent. I am so glad God works thru Beth Moore.

We did this as a small group women Bible study. It was very insightful. There was quite bit of background information from old and new testament concentrating on the Tabernacle. The leaders of our group lead us into extra study to share with the group on the places the Isrealites went, and where the ark of the covenant finally ends up. Beth Moore studies really help you to understand the historical perspective as well as how the Old Testament is a foreshadowing of Jesus and who He is. The video that accompanies the study was just as insightful. Our group really enjoyed this study and yours will too. A Woman's Heart: God's Dwelling Place - Member Book by Beth Moore provides a personal study experience five days a week plus viewer guides for the group video sessions of this in-depth women's Bible study. Explore the fascinating account of the building of the Old Testament tabernacle, the significance of its intricate design, its pivotal role in God's eternal plan, the grand fulfillment of its purpose by Jesus Christ, and its variety of meanings for your walk with God today. Note: Participants must view DVD messages to complete Member Book assignments.

Beth Moore’s updated Bible study, “A Woman’s Heart: God’s Dwelling Place,” is a mixture of the material she published 10 years ago and the lessons she’s learned since. The exercises are slightly changed - not all for the better. Typos and poor editing make me long for the first member book. However, as a complete package, the updated video teaching is typical Beth - energetic, thought-provoking, and full of wisdom and humor. You absolutely cannot complete this study and NOT be changed!

I have completed many of Beth’s studies and this one has been extraordinary! It reveals God’s continuous plan to find a way, as a Holy God, to dwell with us. From Genesis to Revelation He shows us His amazing love and Beth explains it in a way that is so understandable. I learned so
much! Please don't hesitate to do the study. The videos are available on Lifeway. You will be blessed!

Well, here is another breathtaking journey into the heart of our great and mighty, affectionate and passionate God. Just completed this with a group of seven, five of whom had never taken the journey Beth (through the Holy Spirit) can launch you on. The tabernacle in the wilderness, the precise details of all to be made, the obedience and disobedience of God's people, the desire of His heart, and then the fulfillment in the Wounded One, the only Son, our Bridegroom, was a cupid's arrow in the heart. From Genesis to Revelation, the Garden to the New Jerusalem, the purpose and desire of Father has always been the same, to live amongst His people and Jesus, with His bride, us who host the Holy Spirit within us. This is devastatingly revealing and every one of us fell more in love with the One who loved us and washed us in His own blood. This is holy so take off your sandals girls! It's worth it!

I've taken many Beth Moore studies over the years and I've loved them all. This one is revealing more detail and intricacies of God's design than I ever imaged and it is breath taking! Beth's videos are essential to getting the most out of this.
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